About the Contributors

José-Rodrigo Córdoba-Pachón (MA, PhD) is a senior lecturer and director of the Master of Science in Business Information Systems at the school of Management, Royal Holloway, University of London in the UK. His research interests are in the improvement of technology use people; the use of systemic thinking, and electronic government. Prior to his master and PhD experiences in the University of Hull in the UK, he worked as a project analyst and project manager in Colombia, his native country. He has published work in journals including the European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS), the Journal of the Operational Research Society, the Information Systems Journal, Systems Research and Behavioral Science, and Organization. Together with Teresa Torres-Coronas from Universitat Rovira I Virgili, he set up ELIS research group on electronic government and sustainability in 2004. He continues contributing to this group and is also an active member of the Operational Research Society and the British Computer Society in the UK. Currently he lectures in topics of information systems and complex project management. His first single authored book titled Systems Practice in the Information Society is to be released in Autumn 2009.

Alejandro Elias Ochoa-Arias is professor at the University of Los Andes, Venezuela and senior researcher on Interpretive Systemology and director of the Centro de Investigaciones en Sistemología Interpretativa at the University of Los Andes. Current research interests includes civil society, development, political philosophy and organizational studies, free knowledge and free technology as well as the use and implications of technology in running public affairs. Alejandro has been visiting researcher at the University of Hull (UK) and the University of Cuyo (Mendoza, Argentina). He also co-edited a book titled Community Operational Research: OR and Systems Thinking for Community Development with Gerald Midgley (Springer, 2004). He has several publications on refereed journals and has been invited speaker at many institutions in Venezuela and elsewhere. Alejandro was a member of the Directive Board of a Regional Development Office at Venezuela and member of the Directive Board of the National Council for Free Technology in Venezuela. He got his master's degree in information management at Lancaster University (UK) and his PhD at the University of Hull (UK). Currently, he is developing a study on the holistic design of the city at Mérida, Venezuela.

Ahmed Al-Maimani, is currently reading for a PhD in management at the University of Hull in the UK. He holds an MBA from the same university obtained in 2000. His dissertation topic was the
impacts of information systems on socio-economic decision making and he has pursued this now by looking at the organisation of e-government projects and infrastructures in Oman. Ahmed has held several distinguished positions in the Omani government offices including the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the ministry of Finance, the office of the deputy prime minister for financial and economic affairs and advisory roles to his majesty the Sultan. He has also been member of executive government committee boards and has been commended for his services on several occasions.

**Eduardo Araya Moreno** is assistant professor at the Public Affairs Institute of the University of Chile. He is currently writing a PhD dissertation on ICT using by political parties in Chile, Costa Rica and Uruguay. He has published papers on state features in the informational society, features of personnel training programs in topics related to e-government, and e-government in Chile. He acts as editor of *Estado, Gobierno, Gestión Pública. Revista Chilena de Administración Pública*.

**Alexandre Barbosa** has 30 years of experience in the IT and telecom industries in Brazil. As a specialist in IT strategies he has worked for the largest Brazilian telecom operators and he has been working in large-scale projects of electronic government in the Brazilian governmental agencies. He holds a PhD degree in Business Administration (FGV-EAESP), a master's degree in computer science (UFMG) and in business administration (Bradford University), and a Bachelor of Science Degree in electrical engineering (PUC-MG). He also holds postgraduate diplomas in corporate finance and marketing (FGV). He lectures at FGV (on postgraduate courses in the areas of business policy, marketing, applied information and communication technologies).

**Diego Barría** is a PhD researcher at the Department of Latin American Studies of Leiden University in the Netherlands, where he is writing a dissertation on public sector change in Chile, between 1880 and 1931. He previously has published on topics such as e-government in Chile, Union participation in policy-making processes in Latin America, and administrative reforms in historical perspective.

**Gustavo Campos** is a MPA student at University of Chile. He holds a BA in Public Administration (University of Chile). He has been teaching-assistant at the School of Government and Public Management of the University of Chile, in topics such as Political Theory and Public Management. He currently works at the National Treasury of Chile.

**Juan-Gabriel Cegarra** (PhD) is associate professor of Business Management in the Polytechnic University of Cartagena (Spain). His research interests focus on eGovernment, Knowledge Management and Marketing Orientation. He has published several articles in internationally recognised journals including *Small Business Journal, International Journal of Information Management* and the *Journal of the Operational Research Society*. He has been awarded a visiting fellowship by the British Academy of Management to conduct research on knowledge management and succession in UK small and medium enterprises (SMEs). He is a member of the ELIS group (eGovernment for local integration with sustainability).

**Rajneesh Chowdhury** is senior consultant with Pricewaterhouse Coopers in New Delhi, India. Rajneesh has completed a BA in sociology, MA in sociology and MSc in management systems, and is a qualified Member of the British Chartered Management Institute. His areas of interest include criti-
cal systems thinking, multimethodology and change management. He has been involved in various
projects in the fields of organization design, large scale change programs, organization structuring and
information systems. Rajneesh has published and presented widely in the field of systems thinking and
its application in management consulting. He started his career in healthcare consulting in the UK and
currently works in a range of areas including manufacturing, services, pharmaceuticals and healthcare.
Rajneesh was also nominated to the British Ministry of Trade & Industry in 2005 for the prestigious
accolade of Business Leader of Tomorrow for making outstanding contribution to the field of healthcare
informatics.

**J. Ignacio Criado** (PhD) is a Lecturer in the Department of Political Science and International
Relations, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. From 2001, he has published several chapters and peer-
reviewed articles on e-government issues, specially about the local and regional tiers in comparative
perspective. His books *Building the Local e-Administration* (published in Spanish, *Construyendo la
e-Administración Local*. Madrid, EuroGestión Pública, 2004) and *Between Utopian Dreams and Pes-
Nacional de Administración Pública, 2009) both received research awards by the Spanish Ministry for
Public Administrations. His research deals with different topics on ICTs and Public Administration,
public sector reform policies, quality management, and leadership in the cyberspace. He is editorial
board member for *International Journal of Public Sector Management*. He may be contacted at www.
jcriado.com.

**Jacinto Dávila** has a PhD in logic and artificial intelligence (1997) and an MSc on information tech-
nology from Imperial College in the UK. He graduated in 1991 as a systems engineer from Universidad
de los Andes in Merida, Venezuela (ULA). Since November 1997 he is a lecturer and researcher at the
Centre for Modelling and Simulation (CESIMO) at ULA. Jacinto has been co-ordinator of graduate
studies in Computer Science (1998-2000), co-ordinator of graduate studies in modelling and simul-
aton (1998-2005), and executive director of the Foundation for Science and Technology Development
in Mérida, Venezuela (2008-2009). He is also co-developer of the multi-agent simulation software
*Galatea*, (http://galatea.sourceforge.net/ , accessed in July 2009) and leader of the *ULAnux/ULAnix*

**Eduardo-Henrique Diniz** is electronic engineer, has a MSc and a PhD in business administration,
was visiting scholar at University of California, Berkeley from 1996 to 1998, and at HEC Montreal in
2007. Professor at FGV-EAESP, Sao Paulo, Brasil since 1999, is member of the GVcemf, Center for
Studies in Microfinance at FGV, Eduardo has researched on banking technology and electronic govern-
ment, having published several papers and articles on both subjects. Eduardo Diniz is also chief-editor
of Revista de Administração de Empresas (RAE), the main academic journal in business in Brazil.

**Angela Espinosa** (BSc computer and systems engineer Los Andes, Colombia, 1981, PhD organisa-
tional cybernetics, Aston, 1995). Angela was born in Bogotá, Colombia and graduated as a computer
and systems engineer in 1981. She worked originally as an information systems manager, in private
and public enterprises, and then as the director of the Secretariat of Information and Systems of the
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Colombian President’s Office (1990 – 1992). From 1993 to 2002, she taught systems and cybernetics in Los Andes University and provided consultancy for both the private and public sectors. Since 2002 she has been researching and teaching within the Scarborough Management Centre of the Hull Business School and acting as its research co-ordinator. In 2007 she received two EPSRC grants to do research on Emergence and Complexity, in particular in topics of self-organisation in sustainability and regeneration programs.

Marcelo Fernandez holds a Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering and a Bachelor of Laws, both at University of São Paulo. He currently works at the Secretariat of Finance of State of São Paulo as Electronic Invoice Project leader, being responsible for a $15 MM budget and the coordination of 20 collaborators.

Amanda Gregory (PhD) is head of Management Systems in the Business School, University of Hull, UK. Prior to joining the Business School, Amanda was the research worker on a national project funded by the Leverhulme Trust to design evaluation procedures for Councils for Voluntary Service (CVS). This work provided the basis for her doctorate, awarded in 1995, entitled ‘Organisational Evaluation: A Complementarist Approach’. This led to Amanda holding several prominent academic positions including being the deputy editor of the journal Systems Research and Behavioral Science. Amanda’s current consultancy and research interests relate to participatory forms of evaluation, the use of systems approaches to support management decision making, action learning, and lean systems thinking. As regards project work, she has focused on evaluation in the not-for-profit sector and the facilitation of community initiatives.

Alvaro Junqueira holds a Master Degree in business administration at Fundação Getulio Vargas of São Paulo - FGV/SP and a Bachelor of Science Degree in informatics at Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. He also studied one semester at the University of Calgary, Canada, as an exchange student and researcher. Alvaro has particular interest in the process of implementation of electronic government projects and programs, especially when multiple agencies are involved. He has written several articles for Public Administration journals and Congresses, such as RAP - Revista da Administração Pública, BALAS and ENANPAD. Actually he works at the Secretariat of Finance of State of São Paulo as its Information Tecnology Director being responsible for a $50 MM annual budget and the coordination of 300 collaborators.

Endrit Kromidha graduated with First Class Honours, both in international economics at the Budapest Business School – Faculty of International Management and Business in Hungary and in European business administration at the University of Lincoln in UK. He obtained a Master degree in European economic studies from the University of Tirana – Faculty of Economics in Albania, in a joint program with Otto Friedrich (Bamberg) University in Germany. Endrit Kromidha has a special interest on e-government in developing countries, which is also the topic of his PhD at Royal Holloway University of London. He has also been professionally involved in banking, leasing, NGOs and think-tanks for research, marketing, business administration and lecturing.

Cecilia Loureiro-Koechlin (MBA, PhD) is a researcher at the Building the Research Information Infrastructure (BRII) project of the Oxford University Library Services in the UK. Cecilia did her PhD
in the field of Information Systems looking at the social aspects of software development. Through an
online ethnographic approach she analysed software developers views on their own work. She is inter-
ested in the social components of information systems and software such as groupware, social software,
virtual learning environments (VLEs) and virtual research environments (VREs), as well as in the use
of structuration theory as a framework to investigate software development and use. She has taken part
in several projects related to the use of information technology in education and has published several
journal articles and reports. Additional interests are online communities of practice, online pragmatics,
one line ethnography and content analysis. She writes a blog in her free time (http://mutant-clk.blogspot.
com/, accessed in July 2009).

Deepankar Medhi is a professor in the Department of Computer Science and Electrical Engineering
at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, USA. He received a BSc (Hons) in mathematics from Cotton
College, Gauhati University, India, MSc in mathematics from the University of Delhi, India, and his
PhD in computer sciences from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA. Prior to joining UMKC
in 1989, he was with the AT&T Bell Laboratories. He was a visiting professor at the Technical Univer-
sity of Denmark and a visiting research fellow at Lund Institute of Technology, Sweden. He served as
a Fulbright senior specialist. His research interests are resilient network design, network routing and
architecture, and e-system for public health. He has published over eighty papers, and co-authored the
books, Routing, Flow, and Capacity Design in Communication and Computer Networks (2004) and
Network Routing: Algorithms, Protocols, and Architectures (2007), both published by Morgan Kaufmann
Publishers (an imprint of Elsevier Science).

Federico Monteverde is systems analyst graduated from the Engineering School of the Universidad
de la República Oriental del Uruguay. He obtained post-graduate degrees in social networks analysis and
public policy analysis from the Universidad Bolivariana de Chile. He is currently a Master’s candidate
in electronic government at the Universidad Tecnológica Metropolitana del Estado de Chile. Monteverde
is electronic government researcher and practitioner. He is a frequent lecturer in electronic government
and public administration conferences and published several articles and papers in well-known national
and international reviews. He is consultant for the government of Uruguay at the national electronic
government agency, where he is involved in the whole process of electronic government policies. Since
April, 2009, he is director of the Data Protection Authority of Uruguay.

Kevin Orr is the director of the Centre for Management and Organisational Learning, at Hull
University Business School, UK. His research interests are in the areas of public sector leadership and
learning. His approach to research draws upon elements of political sociology, interpretivism, organisa-
tion studies, critical management studies, and discourse analysis. He has published work on political
leadership and governance, local government traditions and local government crisis and change. He has
developed extensive networks of public sector practitioners and has experience of applied research for
organisations which include local councils, the Scottish Parliament, the British Council, and the Society
of Local Authority Chief Executives (UK). He is a member of the International Editorial Advisory
Board of Management Learning and the Executive Board of Organizational Learning, Knowledge and
Capabilities (www.olkc.net).
**Francisco-Javier Palm-Rojas** is a systems engineer with a master's degree in mathematics applied to engineering. He teaches in the Statistics and Computing Institute of Universidad de Los Andes, Mérida, Venezuela. Also, he is a long time free software developer and activist, and an active researcher in modeling and simulation, free/libre open source geomatics, and Python Collaborative Software Development. His areas of interest are open knowledge, collaborative learning, geospatial analysis and simulation. He was member of SOLVE (Free Software Venezuelan Association http://solve.net.ve) Board of Directors. Also, he is the president of SPIRALIA: Networking Learning Solutions (http://spiralia.net.ve) and active member of ENDOLOGICA: Open Informatics and Professional Services Cooperative for Endogenous Development. More information about him and his work can be found at http://fpalm.net.ve.

**María-Angela Petrizzo-Páez** is a politician with a master's degree in management sciences from the Universidad de Los Andes (Mérida, Venezuela). She is a long time free software and free knowledge advanced user and activist, and an active member of the Researchers Promotion Program (PPI in Spanish) by the Venezuelan Ministerio Para del Poder Popular para la Ciencia, Tecnología, Industrias Intermedias y Telecomunicaciones, since 2008. Her areas of interests are citizenship, social and political networks, endogenous development, organizational learning, e-government, e-democracy and information and communication technologies for the citizenship learning and development. She is the SOLVE (Free Software Venezuelan Association http://solve.net.ve) general coordinator. Also, she is the general manager of SPIRALIA: Networking Learning Solutions (http://spiralia.net.ve) and active member of ENDOLOGICA, Open Informatics and Professional Services Cooperative for Endogenous Development. She lectured at Universidad de Los Andes en Mérida, Venezuela, Misión Sucre and Universidad Tecnológica Metropolitana from Santiago, Chile in areas like e-government, new public management, citizenship participation, conflicts resolution among others. More information about her and her work can be found at http://petrizzo.org.ve.

**Elias Pimenidis** is a senior lecturer at the University of East London in the UK. The core of his research work focuses on e-business and e-government development projects. His interest in security issues is on online transactions and e-services and in particular, on the effect, these could have on e-government implementations. Other research interests include the evaluation of web services, knowledge management systems and the use of computer games for educational purposes. He is also a visiting lecturer at the Informatics laboratory of the Agricultural University of Athens, Greece.

**Otávio Prado** is graduated in geology at Instituto de Geociências - USP, graduate in history at Faculdade de Filosofia Letras e Ciências Humanas - USP, master’s and PHD in public administration at Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV/EAESP). Has experience in administration, focusing on Public administration, acting on the following subjects: electronic government, urban planning, environmental geology, environmental management and geotechnical cartography. Researcher of the Centro de Estudos em Administração Pública e Governo (CEAPG) of FGV/EAESP.

**Ana-Magaly Reyes-Hill** has an MBA from Universidad de los Andes in Merida, Venezuela (ULA, 2001) and previous to that she graduated as systems engineer from the same university. She has been general manager from HidroAndes community service, IT chief manager at the Health Ministry in Caracas, Venezuela, IT Consultant at PAHO (Panamerican Health Organization) in Caracas, IT Manager and Planning Director at the Free Trade Zone of Mérida (Zona Libre Cultural, Científica y
Tecnológica de Mérida). She has also been lecturer at Hotel/College in Mérida and Universidad de las Fuerzas Armadas (UNEFA). Since 2008 she is a freelance consultant for planning and organizational modelling and development.

**Ioannis Savvas** is a Phd candidate in the field of e-government at the Informatics Laboratory of the Agricultural University of Athens. He is an executive in the Region of Central Macedonia one of the 13 regional government authorities in Greece. He is involved in projects exploring the potential of e-government implementations in improving the Greek public administration’s efficiency. His interests include requirements engineering, knowledge management, and intelligent system applications in PA. He holds an MSc in “informatics and administration” from AUTh and he is graduate of the Greek National School of Public Administration. His research is supported and funded by a scholarship from the Greek State Scholarship Foundation.

**Alexander B. Sideridis** is professor in computer science and head of the Informatics Laboratory of the Agricultural University of Athens. He earned his first degree at the University of Athens and his MSc and PhD from Brunel University. He has been the project leader of more than 30 successful national and international projects and has published more than 180 scientific articles in management and decision support systems, computer networking related to local and central administration activities, advanced computational numerical modeling, informatics & impact of computers in society and agricultural informatics.